
Analysing Visual Intelligence to make better business decisions

MAKE BETTER
BUSINESS Decisions



 

Revolutionising 
Business 
Decision Making

Imagine having the capability to monitor your business interests 
across all corners of the globe in near real-time through 
access to hundreds of orbiting satellites and drone operators 
worldwide. Utilising a team of geospatial experts to process 
and analyse the imagery and machine learning capabilities  
to process vast datasets rapidly, providing you with  
actionable business insights that will transform  
your understanding of risk and enable better  
business decisions. 

Geospatial Insight 
HQ London & 
Birmingham, UK

We have a 
worldwide 
network of Drone 
& Aerial operators 
on standby to 
generate data

We monitor 
oil terminals 
across the globe 
providing a true 
picture of  
storage volumes

Hurricane Sandy was 
our first major CAT event 
response on the US East 
Coast in 2012. Since then 
we’ve responded to more 
than 80 major global 
incidents



Visual  
Intelligence

At Geospatial Insight we are harnessing the advances in 
earth observation image capture and applying human 
intelligence with machine learning capabilities to enable the 
rapid analysis of locations anywhere in the world.

Unprecedented access to new data satellites in recent years 
has enabled cheaper analysis of targets around the globe.  
This, coupled with a new generation of innovative information 
products, facilitates more informed trading decisions whilst 
enabling insurers to quantify risk more accurately and process 
claims more rapidly.

Turning visual data into independent, evidence-based 
analysis that empowers businesses to make better decisions.

Unleash THE VISUAL DATA REVOLUTION



Actionable 
Business  
Insights

Revolutionise your business decision making 
with a new source of credible, alternative data

Independent 

Evidence-based

Unambiguous

Differentiated

Real-time

Drones, Satellites, 
Aerial & Social Media

Geospatial & Machine 
Learning Expertise

ACTIONABLE 
BUSINESS 
insights



Visual Intelligence 
For Business Insights

Enable more informed decision making

Make decisions on all levels with greater confidence, 
backed by visual evidence

Augment other data sources for more comprehensive 
analysis

Address commercial uncertainty

Build a more agile, lean business model

Respond to client needs more efficiently

Supports insurance retention, prevention and avoidance 
strategies

Provides underwriters with a complementary data 
source that is based on fact

Visual sources provide precise, evidence-based data 
enabling risk uncertainty to be reduced

Enables risk assessment and monitoring of remote, 
difficult to reach and expansive locations



ORDER

ANALYSE

COLLECTUSE

DELIVER

Intelligence  
On  Demand

How It Works

ACCESS TO 
350 ORBITING 
Satellites
We pride ourselves on 
our worldwide network of 
satellite partners, who  
enable us to fulfill an 
extensive range of data 
requirement needs.

PARTNERSHIPS 
WITH leading 
providers
Our enviable list of 
partnerships worldwide 
enables us to access 
the highest quality data 
and continually push the 
boundaries of our deliverables. 

WORLDWIDE 
Drone NETWORK
We manage a partner 
network of specialist drone 
operators around the world, 
wherever the catastrophe 
event or claim occurs our 
network of operators are 
ready to spring into action.

GLOBAL Aerial 
Survey NETWORK
We have assembled a 
network of highly capable 
aerial survey operators 
around the world ready to 
respond immediately when 
instructed by us.

REVOLUTIONARY 
Machine Learning 
CAPABILITIES
We are improving and 
automating image analysis, 
transforming pixels into 
information and knowledge.

AGILE Business 
Model
Our ethos, culture and agile 
business model have been  
deliberately structured to 
ensure a rapid and efficient 
response when clients 
engage us. 

Tell us your business issues 
and we’ll devise a solution 
consisting of the  
optimum combination of data 
acquisition and analysis for 
your specific requirement.

We process and 
analyse acquired 
imagery and video 
footage, incorporating 
automated analysis 
and machine 
learning techniques 
to produce meaningful, 
client ready reports.

We deliver via our 
secure online Visual 
Intelligence Platform 

Define a 
programme of 
work and start 
your mission 
plan.

Clients can 
now deploy 
actionable, 
evidence-
based insights 
for smarter and 
better informed 
decisions.



We are leveraging innovations in drone, satellite and aerial 
imagery and combining this with artificial intelligence expertise 
to revolutionise the insurance sector.

We enhance traditional insurance data collection and 
assessment methods by providing a new source of actionable 
information that is derived from visual evidence. 

This Visual Intelligence provides insurers, loss adjusters and 
brokers with improved capabilities to monitor, analyse and 
respond to risk.

Our data and analytics are used to provide intelligence that 
helps (re)insurers gain a greater knowledge and understanding 
of risks; enabling better pricing and enhancing risk selection. This 
generates a positive impact on loss ratios and  
the COR.



Geospatial Insight’s solutions for the Investment 
sector provide syndicated independent research 
reports and time-series datasets for quantitative 
investors or proprietary research insights for private 
clients, family offices and hedge funds.

Our clients use our independent investment research 
to support due diligence on stocks being considered 
for portfolio entry. Our evidence-based, predictive 
analytics helps portfolio managers to understand 
and forecast likely changes in an asset’s value, 
enabling them to see change and use the  
insights to model the future.



Geospatial Insight is proud to be a Hexagon Geospatial Premier 
Partner.  Our team has over 25 years’ experience of delivering 
sales, training and support for the Hexagon Geospatial product 
suite.

The Hexagon Power Portfolio and Hexagon Smart M.App 
provide leading edge technologies that enable users to 
envision, experience and communicate location intelligence 
using advanced photogrammetry, remote sensing, GIS and 
cartographic techniques, transforming raw geospatial data into 
useable information.



Next steps...

e: hello@geospatial-insight.com

w: geospatial-insight.com


